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Abstract 

Economic and financial recovery strategies and the recovery plan are necessary when enterprises 

get poor results or bad results, has losses or do not fit well to the current economic environment, requiring 

restructuring operations. 
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 I. Economic and financial recovery strategies  

The key objective in implementation of any recovery strategy must be the provision of premises 

characterized by obtaining sustainable economic performance. For example, the capitalization of assets 

involves the activity restricting , which may harm the image of the enterprise and its action in a competitive 

market or a substantial reduction in costs can have immediate effects on restoring profitability but, if it 

results in deterioration of labor relations or those with customers, the benefits thus achieved will be short-

lived, being exceeded by the losses recorded over time. 

Practice shows that recovery is not only specific for enterprise in difficulty, but is part of the daily 

activity of any enterprise, because any enterprise has the probability more or less for risk of bankruptcy. 

Can be defined several strategic alternatives for a enterprise recovery (Ph. Peyramaure, P. Sardet, 

2002, p. 261): 

 1) Financial adaptation strategy, which can be chosen by a healty enterprise economically, whose 

difficulties are exclusive financial. This is applicable to dynamic and young enterprises, established with a 

minimum capital, that can not financially support their economical growth. In this context, the strategy of 

recovery is limited to obtaining financial and legal structures that allow financial restructuring. 

2) Strategy restricting or restructuring of activity, which is justified in many cases for 

enterprises in difficulty. It is rare that difficulties are exclusively financial and  there is no need, in parallel, 

the return to certain areas that has renounced or diversification due to less productive activities. 

Unlike other types of strategies aimed at the medium and long term horizons, restructuring strategy 

is, by definition, a short-term strategy aimed at eliminating the causes and failures that led to a decline in 

the economic performance of a enterprise. 

In general, the financial restructuring strategy of an enterprise  refers to enterprises in crisis 

management, enterprises that will become bankrupt if appropriate measures are not conducive to change for 

the better financial results. 

Defining the circumstances under which it is necessary to apply a financial restructuring strategy is 

quite difficult, as there are not really a clear and precise definition. Some believe that the financial 

restructuring strategy is required when the enterprise becomes insolvent, or when they are unable to meet 

its payment obligations, but there are also opinions that the achievement of financial restructuring strategy 

is required for the enterprises whose financial performance indicates that in the near future will become 

insolvent or bankrupt if immediate corrective actions are not initiated. 

It is a strategy that requires a low financing, compared with other strategies, which aims to: 

- financial needs for restructuring the financial situation; 

- restricting costs for the operating activity. 

The necessary resources can be obtained by: 

a) capitalization of assets as a result of lower volume of activity; 
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b) surplus of liquidity, by reducing necessary working capital; 

c) cash-flow optimization by selecting the most profitable activities and customers and by reducing 

financial costs associated to operational cycle. 

Restructuring strategy has profound psychological implications, taking into account: 

a) difficulties for  managers to implement, rigorously, restrict the activity; 

b) social climate, which risk a profound degradation. 

3) Strategy of merging with another enterprise (or purchase). With this strategy, certain items 

are considered good enough to deserve to be kept in a new structure, which is supposed to make them 

profitable (for example: a patent, a network of sales, a mark and so on). 

 It is a strategy often used in the process of "activation" of enterprises which, although are not in a 

precarious financial situation, record poor financial performances. It also is used by enterprises that are in a 

deep crisis, which, to avoid the bankruptcy, search potential enterprises  to purchase them. 

 Acquisitions may be either enterprises that have the same domain of activity, case in which the 

enterprises seeks to eliminate the associated costs of maintaining a permanent competition or obtaining 

savings as a result of achieving better horizontal integration, or enterprises operating in other domains, case 

in which the enterprises seeks entering new market segments.  

 The strategy involves merging with an enterprise that dispose of human and financial resources 

that can support the restructuring of activity. There are some risks: 

a) acquisition price paid is too high so the enterprise that makes acquisition is put in the situation of 

not having the resources needed for the restructuring; 

b) also, this risks an unjustified use of financial availabilities, at the expense of productive 

investment in the future; 

c) post acquisition management is weak and underperforming, which may lead the enterprise 

acquired in a state of  pre bankruptcy. 

 Choosing this strategy is difficult in terms of finding a suitable partner, which can be in the same 

branch of activity (and is considering a vertical integration) or from another branch (and wants to diversify 

the activity). 

 Integration of an enterprise in difficulty in an existing and viable structure can greatly reduce 

financial needs of recovery. If the absorber (undertaking acquiring enterprise in difficulty) has the capacity 

of production available, investments are fully reduced. Cover the need for working capital is facilitated by 

taking stocks, assurance them the trade. Resources are secured through increased cash flow, by exploiting 

operating assets that are no longer needed after the merger or by short-term external financing. 

 In Romania, the mergers between Romanian enterprises are less used, due to the limited resources 

available to them, but there are numerous cases of foreign companies that have acquired Romanian 

enterprises, due to their high potential productive. 

 If we consider the state of Romanian enterprises, but mostly the causes of difficulties going 

through, their recovery should adopt strategies such as: 

1) The strategy of changing the inefficient management 
 This strategy is designed either to replace the entire executive management, or the management at 

lower levels. An inappropriate executive management is the most important cause leading to stagnation and 

decline. Also, replace management from lower levels is considered by specialists as necessary to achieve a 

successful financial restructuring strategy. 

 Replacing an enterprise management has proved, in most cases, the only change necessary to 

ensure the return of the enterprise to past performance and this is because the management of an enterprise 

in difficulty is often unable to take the recovery measures necessary required in the restructuring strategy. 

However, even if these measures are taken, the management does not have the power necessary to 

implement them in such depth, that facilitate producing expected results. 

 Unfortunately, specific Romanian economy in recent years it is replacing management staff of the 

company on criteria other than professional performance, which in many cases was downright disastrous 

consequences for the organization. Therefore it should be noted that, by the degree of judgment, experience 

and professionalism of the new executive management depends, essentially, choosing and implementing 

successful financial restructuring strategy mix to ensure the enterprise recovery. 

2) The strategy of establishing a strong central financial control 
 Establishment of a centralized financial control and effective from the detection of decline of 

financial performances in an enterprise, is in fact a basic law to be applied in the implementation process of 

any financial restructuring strategy. 
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 This strategy aims, mainly, making realistic estimates of future cash flows, substantiate income 

and expenditure budgets not only on the total enterprise, but also departments and, where is possible, even 

product lines, knowledge of the detail of the formation of production costs and the fixed ones, ensuring 

strict control over investments to be made so. 

 Implementation of such a strategy is quite difficult due to resistance to change opposite the 

existing structures within the organization. Therefore, it is necessary that this control is exercised directly 

by the general manager or financial manager which, besides the authority to make decisions, have the 

power to make the organizational changes necessary to ensure the successful implementation of this 

strategy. 

3) Debt restructuring strategies and attracting new external sources of financing 
 In most cases, the enterprises that are in a precarious financial situation have a high indebtedness. 

Debt restructuring strategy involves an agreement between the debtor enterprise and its creditors, regarding 

either debts restructuring on a longer period of time, or turning debts into securities or shares to the 

enterprise, or both together. Another approach is to convert short-term loans into long term loans. 

 Although is hard adopted an extern refinancing strategy on amid of indebtedness  already high, 

was and is a common practice in the Romanian business environment, but the result is only to increase the 

crisis and hasten bankruptcy. 

4) Improving marketing strategy 
 This strategy allows the enterprise to maximize its potential profit within the market segment that 

chose to compete by adjusting key elements comprising the marketing mix: product line, sales force, 

pricing policy, channels of distribution, advertising and publicity, post-warranty service, etc. It is a strategy 

adopted by enterprises facing difficulties caused by integration into a competitive and changing business 

environment. 

 Although the enterprise is in crisis, the recommended option is to raise prices in order to cover the 

recorded losses, at the detriment of lowering prices. The option for increases the prices may have the effect 

of eroding of a part from the enterprise's market share, but it has proven to be quite effective when the 

enterprise is based on the sale of branded products and, especially, the existence of good distribution 

channels developed. 

 On the other hand, the price decrease option may result in an increase in sales volume but, most 

often, this does not cover the costs of producing and selling the goods. Also, such an option may result in 

triggering a price war with competitors who are not in a such a poor financial situation, with the worst 

consequences on the enterprise. 

5) Changing organizational strategy 
 Involves resizing and, especially, the existing decentralized organizational structure. By 

implementing such a strategy aimed reducing the complexity and confusion existing, gaining control over 

the staff by new management staff, ensuring better management of resources allocated to each department 

and, not least, reduce costs. It is a specific strategy post-privatization.  
 The implementation of this strategy is quite risky for new management, because may not have 

some information on: 

- new product-market strategies; 

- strengths and weaknesses of existing management; 

- degree of flexibility of the existing organizational structure. 

 

 For example, in the figure below are shown the types of financial restructuring strategies 

recommended to be implemented, depending on the life cycle of the market. 

 A very important element is the way in which these strategies are communicated to those who will 

carry them out, the employees of the enterprise. Such strategies involve major organizational changes, both 

in terms of staff, but especially in terms of the performance of the professional duties. 
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Figure no. 1 – Financial reorganization strategies and the market’s life cycle 

 ( Source: Pricewaterhouse Coopers )  

 

 

           II. Economic and financial recovery plan 
 In addition to these strategic alternatives, specific of degree of economic and financial degradation 

and causes of difficulties, it is important to keep in mind that the save of a enterprise in difficulty can be 

achieved in various financial and legal frameworks. 
 Legal valences of a recovery may include: 

- capital increase, which amounts to a new legal structure; 

- acquisition or merger with another enterprise, in whole or in part; 

- recourse to judicial proceedings for reorganization. 

 From a financial standpoint, saving an enterprise in difficulty involves restoring financial 

balance on two levels: 

- restore financial balance sheet; 

- treasury management in the near future so as to ensure financial stability and funding the 

development of enterprise. 

 Restoring the enterprise's financial balances must be done in an objective manner, identifying 

precise business difficulties, prospective, taking into account the immediate and future funding needs (due 

to restructuring and future development) and prudent. 

 Recovery Plan will be judged in terms of two elements: 

- manager skills that will implement the plan; 

- it s content. 

 Importance of drafting a recovery plan is revealed in three aspects: 

      - maintains credibility approach; 

      - formalizing the requirements and responsibilities of recovery; 

      - allows gaining a considerable time in the company's recovery action. 

 Contents of a recovery plan should include: 

1. An overview of enterprise: legal issues, a full description of the assets, the financial structure of 

the enterprise, organization, etc.; 

2. A summary of the economic situation: the presentation of the activity sector and position of the 

enterprise in sector, products, customers, suppliers, competitors, etc.; 

3. An analysis of the financial situation; 

4. Analysis the difficulties causes, putting into evidence the strengths and weaknesses; 
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5. The measures proposed in the Recovery Plan and expected results; 

6. An annex to the predicted financial documents: financing plan, a treasury  budget, profit and loss 

account and balance sheet predicted. 

 Saving enterprise depends, largely, on the acceptance by all business partners (especially 

creditors), the proposed recovery plan. The consensus of those involved depends so on the relevance of the 

conclusions made by the diagnosis, and by the credibility of the suggested solutions. 

 Experience of enterprises that have managed to move from status of difficulty  to enterprise 

performance status shows that by the measures adopted were followed, as basic requirements, ensuring a 

good competitive position, achieving financial balance, through activities performed and implementation an 

appropriate strategy, to enable optimum exploitation of a resource held. 

 Typically, a recovery plan must be designed so that the enterprise more than three years to recover 

funds used for recovery action. If the business recovery plan and enterprise's actions in this regard are not 

the most suitable, the enterprise may record a new "drop" that may be bankruptcy. This is found usually in 

the first year of the recovery action. 

 Exit from the difficulty status must be done and followed carefully, avoiding any periods of 

relaxation caused by first favorable results. 

 
 III. Conclusions 
 As a general conclusion, it is important to note that the application of one or either of financial 

restructuring strategies presented is less common. In practice it is necessary to use a combined set of 

financial restructuring strategy to combat the underlying causes of the economic decline of the enterprise.  

 It is essential that, in addition to a recovery plan containing adequate difficulties faced by the 

company, it fully use available resources for proper and timely implementation of measures and constantly 

monitor progress results . 
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